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Pseudoerror Monitor for 16 QAM 140 Mbit/s
Digital Radio
Abstract-This paper presents the performance of a pseudoerror
monitoring technique for a 16 QAM 140 Mhit/s digital radio in presence
of multipath dispersive fading. The so-called pseudoerrors, generated by
means of a threshold modification of two, namely, secondary receivers
are entered into an extrapolating function to obtain a fast hit error ratio
(BER) calculation. A counting time of 10 ms was retained in order to
follow fading depth changes
up to 100 dB/s and fading notchspeeds up to
300 MHz/s approximately. We have considered three structures for the
receiver: without equalization, with IF amplitude equalization, and
decision feedback equalization(DFE).The
results obtained show the
estimated and real BER within a margin that includes the two recomIn particular, the estimated
mended CCIR values:
and
signature obtained in the case of using IF equalization reveals that this
fast BER calculation could he an effective choice to control a frequency
diversity switch,even in the presence of a fading activity with rapid
variations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

G

ENERALLY, digital radio systems are characterized
by a Mbit/sdigitalradio.Inparticular,thefollowingreceiver
low error ratio when operating within a broad range
of structures have been considered:
noiseandchanneldistortionvalues,followed
by anabrupt
receiver without any equalization protection
drop in performance whenasmallincrease
in these values
receiver with amplitude I F equalizer and both minimum
occurs.Thiscausesproblems
in performanceassessmentsphase (MP) and nonminimum phase (NMP) fading
when compared with analog transmission. In particular, low
receiver with a zero forcing nonlinear equalizer and both
error ratio is difficult to monitor and its gradual degradation
MP and NMP fading.
has nonoticeableeffectuntil,quitesuddenly,errorsare
excessive.
Moreover, we have envisaged how to take advantage
of the
It is widely accepted that a
pseudoerror monitoring techfast
BER
calculation
in
order
to
control
a
frequency
diversity
nique [ 11 is a powerful measurement strategyof data error rate
in digital radio
in digital radio. It seems to overcome the drawbacks inherent switch that could provide a large reduction
outage time [6].
eithertothelongmeasurementtimeofotherin-service
techniques or to the problems related to off-service monitor11. SHIFTED THRESHOLD ERROR MONITOR
FOR 16 QAM
ing. Moreover, it works with the unknown data stream of the
RECEIVERS
customer and it does not require suitable
test patterns. The
The pseudoerror monitor (PEM) chosen for16 QAM digital
philosophy
of
pseudoerror
technique
may
be
presented
radiolinksisbasedonashiftedthresholddetection.Each
throughtheschemeofFig.
1 . Anumberofsecondary
so as to create pseudoerror
receivers are connectedin parallel to the main receiver prior tosecondaryreceiverismodified
thedetectioncircuits.Thesereceivers
are degraded by a regions of decision, as shown in Fig. 2 by the shaded bands in
the 16 QAM signal space. When a sample of the
baseband
known amount so as to generate the so-called pseudoerrors.
demodulatedsignalfallsonapseudoerrorregion,acalled
Enteringthisamount
of pseudoerrorsintoanextrapolating
pseudoerror will appear in the PEM output. The parameter
function, an estimate of the actual BER is obtained.
that controls the amount of pseudoerrors generated
is given by
In the last years several works have appeared
in order to
assess the performance of pseudoerror monitoring (PEM) in the threshold shiftA S , whose value is the same for both the inthe presence of flat fading [2] or with a controlled amount of phase channel and the quadrature channel.
Aswe
will seelater in Section 111, atrueerrorratio
amplitude or phase distortion [3]. However. little effort has
estimation may be performed by a linear extrapolation based
beenmade tointroducetheselectivefadingchannelwhich
So, a pair of
most influences high capacity radio links[4]. In this paper we on any couple of measured pseudoerror ratios.
secondary receivers is to be retained in our approach.
have characterized the selective fading by a Rummler model
Fig. 3 shows a low-pass equivalent model of the transmis[5] and we have analyzed a PEM to operate in a 16 QAM 140
sion system. The transmitted signals(t) can be formulated by
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m

(ak+jbk)a(t-kT)

s(t)=

(1)

k= -m

where ak and bk are two independent random variableswhich
can take the values - 3, - 1 , 1 , 3 with the same probability.
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Fig. 2.

16 QAM space signal. The shaded areas represent
regions.

Fig. 3.

the pseudoerror

Low-pass equivalent model of the transmission system.

Moreover, ai and a/, bk and bl are independent v k # 1. Each
dibit ( A
value of ak (resp. bk) is associated with a state of the
B I )[resp. (A2, B2)],where A I ,B1,
A z , B2 are binary data to be
transmitted.Weassume
a Grayencoding so that thetwo
binarydibitsassociatedwith
twoconsecutivevalues
of ak
(resp. bk) differ only by one bit [7].,A diagram of the encoded
16 QAM modulationcanbeseen
in Fig. 2 . Each level
A 2 ,B2).
corresponds to the four bit words (Al, B1,
HT(f ) is thelow-passequivalentfunctionof
all the
transmitter filtering, H R (f ) applies identically to the receiver
filtering,and Hc( f ) introducesthepresenceofselective
fading in the radio link. This transfer function is formulated
by
means of the Rummler model [5]:

H c ( f )= a[l - be*i2~(f-.fdb]

(2)

where F-l denotes inverse Fourier transform. The phase jitter
introduced in the loop has not been taken into account.
HT(f ) and HR( f ) have been chosen to be raised cosine
filtering when Hc( f ) = 1 ; then
ffT(f) = H R

(f)

and

t
T

sin a - cos

'

F- [ H d f ) *

H R

(f)]=

t
pa -

~

t
aT

1-402-

T
t*

(4)

T2

where p is the rolloff factor.
Two typesofequalizerstructureshavebeenbasically
where a and b controlthescaleandshape
of thefade,
proposed to compensate for the linear distortion: intermediate
respectively, A = - 20 loglo(1 - 6 ) is the fading depth, 7 =
frequency
equalization
(IFE)
and
baseband
equalization
6.3 ns, f d is the frequency separation between the carrier and (BBE). IFE acts in the frequency domain in order to produce
the fade minimum frequencies, and the plus and minus signs ineitheranamplitudedistortion
or anamplitudeandphase
the exponent correspond to
NMP and MP fading, respectively. distortioncomplementaryto
that occurring in thechannel.
(p isintroducedtomodelthe
real behavior of acarrier
Two idealized configurations that maintain the basic features
recoveryloop.In
ourcase wehaveconsideredaCostas
of the IFE have been analyzed.
recovery loop as representative; then [8]
. a) M P Fading and Amplitude Equalization: This situation relies on the fact that real amplitude equalizers have a
1
m
phase structure for reasons of practical feasibil@ = - arg
h)(u) du
(3) nonminimum
ity. Then, they will compensate in some degree the negative
-m
4
group delay of the distorted channel. In our case a pessimistic
situation with an ideal amplitude equalization and without any
h j ( t ) = F - ' [ H T ( f ) * H C ( f ) HR(f)l
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compensation for the group delay has been analyzed. Hence,
the transfer function of the equalizer in Fig. 3 is given by

b) NMP Fading andAmplitude Equalization: In this case
wehaveconsideredthepessimistic
situation of havingan
amplitude equalizer that compensates for both amplitude and
phase in the MP case.ThenwithanNMPfading,
this
equalizer degrates the group delay.of the channelby doubling
it. So
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Fig. 4. In-phasepseudoerrorregion.

t-

BBE . actsinthetimedomaintoreduceintersymbol
interference and crosstalkin the decision instants. Due to their
known advantages, we have retainedin our analysis a decision
feedback equalizer, DFE [9].
Finally, n(t) is a Gaussian complex noise with phase and
quadrature components uncorrelated.
111. PSEUDOERROR AND ERROR
RATECALCULATION

The receiver signal r(t) can be expressed by

1

+

and { t o kT } are the sampling instants.
G is a gain factor introduced
to consider the presence of
automatic gain control (AGC). Moreover, as r,(t) and r,(t) are
statistically identical, only r,(t) will be considered. Equation
(7) can be arranged as
rx(t0)

k=

= G[aoPo(to)+ u(t0)l + a

where we have introduced the random variable

-m

(8)
CY

defined by

Then, the Al.pseudoerror rate is formulated by

< rx(to)< - 2 + A S ]
[ 2 - A S < rx(to)< 2 + A S ] }

P f , A I ( ~ ) = E , { P r o b[ - 2 - A S
+Prob

u(t) and u ( t ) are the in-phase and quadrature received noise
components, respectively. When selective fading is present,
P(t) differsfromtheNyquistpulse,andthus,intersymbol
interference
appears.
Moreover,
if Q(t) # 0, crosstalk
betweenthein-phaseandquadraturedatastreamcausesan
additional degradation of the performance.
Inordertocomputethepseudoerrorrate,westart
by
definingthepseudoerrorregionswheneither
A I or B1 is
transmitted. If A I = 1 is transmitted, one error
in the main
receiver is committed when the receiver signal sampling falls
between - 2 V and 2 V in Fig. 2. (When A = 0 is transmitted
thecontraryhappens.)
So, the. correspondingpseudoerror
regions are the two bands shown in Fig. 4 centered on - 2V
and 2 V , respectively. Analogously, if B1 = 1 is transmitted,
an error in themainreceiverispresentwhenthereceived
signal
sampling
is
lower
than
zero.
(When
B I = 0 is
transmitted thecontraryhappens.)So,thecorresponding
pseudoerror region is the middle band shown
in Fig. 4. Things
happen in a similar way when A 2 and Bz are transmitted. To
consider this situation, Fig. 4 should be rotated 90".
We denote the in-phase and quadrature components of the
complex receiver signal as r,(t) and r,(t), respectively; then

where

L

k#O

k

J

(10)

and E,( - ) denotes the statistic mean with respect to the random
variable CY.
After some algebraic effort, we obtain

1

[l -AS+a+3(GP0P P , A 1 ( ~ ) = E,{erfc
4

+erfc [(I - A S + a - ( G P o -

l))pO]

l))pO]

-erfc

[(1+AS+a!+3(GPo-l))po]

-erfc

[(l +AS+cy-(GPo-

l))pO]}

(11)

where po = =and
q is the mean value of the signal-tonoise ratio at the input of the decision circuit.
In an analogous way, we have
PP,B,(~)=E,{Prob [ - A S

< rx(to),< AS]}.(12)

Operating, we obtain

1
P P , B , ( ~ ) =E,{erfc
[l - A S + a + ( G P o 4
-erfc

1))pol

[(l + A S + a ( G P 0 - l))pol}.(13)

Finally, the bit pseudoerror ratio probability is calculated as
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and

Pp,aI(E),
PP,BI(E)
in the above formula, we have
Pp(4

=

jmPI(X)f,W

dx

3 exp (-q/lO)
P&) = -

(1 5 )

8

OD

where

1
P l ( x ) = - {erfc [(l -AS+x+3(GPo-1))po]
8
+erfc [ ( l - d S + x - ( G P 0 -

l))pO]

+erfc [ ( l - A S + x + ( G P o -

l))pO]

-kfc

[(l + A S + x + 3 ( G P o - l))pO]

-erfc

[(l + A S + x - ( G P o -

-erfc

[(I + A S + x + ( G P o - l))po]}

4jm

6

The approximately linear behavior of log P,cc) and log P ~ ( E )
can be used to set
linear
a relationship
between both
expressions [11. Then

log Pp(E)= K

*

M + log P,(E).

By substituting (21) for (19) and (20), andoperating
similar way as in [3], we obtain

(21)
in a

l))po]

and fa@) is the probability density function
of the random
variable ci.
The calculation of p p ( E ) in (15)has been based on the
Gaussian quadrature rule (GQR) [lo]. This is an exact method
that requires only a few moments of the random variable a to
assure a fast convergence. In that case, the expression (15) can
be computed as

where we have assumed

Now, by writing (21) as

N

P p ( € )=

P~(=
E 10K.MPp(~)
)
= GpPe(e),

(16)wiPl(xi)i= 1

The xi are called the abscissas of the formula and the wi the
weights, so the set { wi, xi}:, iscalledaquadraturerule
corresponding to the weight function f,(x).
To validate the PEM operation, an error ratio calculation of
the main receiver is needed. In this case it is found after some
algebraic effort:

the error ratiocould
be evaluated from the P ~ , A ~by
(E)
choosing a factor gain Gp for each 7 value. However, this
process is too cumbersome and it is preferable to choose a
unique G Pvalue within a wide range of 7 values. To carry out
this procedure,’ a linear extrapolation of twopseudoerror
ratios: P P I ( €and
) %(E),
obiained from two secondary paths,
with AS, and AS, as threshold shifts, can be used. Then, from
the corresponding two equations

log PPi(e) = KiMi+ log Pe(c),

+ erfc
+ erfc

log
ERROR
RATES RELATIONSHIP

Pee(€)=

8

erfc

+

3 exp [ - (1 - AS)2q/10]
Pp(E)= 8 J2?r
d (-lA S ) 2 v / 1 0

(19)

log

- M log PP2W
M2 - MI

(26)

PPI(€)

M2 = ASz(2 -AS,)

Pe,(€)is the estimated
V.

1, we have

M2

MI =AS1(2-AS,)

and
-

and

For 7

(25)

where

In a 16 QAM system without distortion, G = 1 and CY = 0,
the pseudoerror and error rates are calculated from (15) and
(17) as

=

i =1, 2

we have

1v. PSEUDOERRORAND

P,,(c)

(24)

error rate.

RESULTSAND

DISCUSSION

A . Calculation Details
We have obtained resultsfor a 16 QAM system working at
140 Mbits/s. The channel parameters considered are = 0.4,
fdT=0,0.4,0.8and1.2,,a=0.l(-20dB)andSNR=60
dB when a = 1, b = 0. The chosen “a” valueis taken as
representative because the selective fading activity is foreseen
to appear most of thetime in conjunction with 15 dB <
-20-loglo (a) < 25 dB [5Jr On the other hand, because P, =
isobtained with SNR = 18 dB in an ideal 16 QAM
system, the chosen SNR = 60 dB sets up a typical flat fade
margin of 42 dB.
The computation of the 2N + 1 moments, necessary to
perform the GQR, has been accomplished by an exhaustive
methodconsideringatruncatedimpulseresponse
of a 7T
duration. A good convergence of the GQR algorithm has always
been reached with N < 6. The sampling instant to has been
chosen according to the classical square-law envelope timing
recovery [ 111.
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The automaticgaincontrol
(AGC) retainedworks
by
comparing the actual received powerto the expected power in
an ideal situation, so
Jm

'=SI
The actionofthe
given by

ab

IH T ( f )

'

HR(f))df
:

IHT(f)

*

HC(f)

ffR(f)12

(27)

df

AGC introducesanoisepowerincrease

AI = 10 log G.
An additional, degradation of the SNR value arises due to the
presence of IFE and BBE. When only IFE is introduced, the
noise power increase is
FADING DEPTH, A ( d 3 1

When BBE is present, the corresponding noise power increase
is [12]

[

A3= 10 log

\912]

(29)

j = -N

where Cj is the value of the linear equalizer taps.

B. PEM P a r a m e t e r s
The pseudoerror ratio estimated,f i p , can be obtained as the
ratioofthenumber
of countedpseudoerrorstothe
total
number of transmitted bitsin a sufficiently long time interval.
Then

.

Pp=

NP

140

*

lo6 * t,

where N p is the number of binary errors detected during the
counting time tc.
PEM parameters Np, t c , ' A S 1 ,and AS2 are chosen depending on the accuracy required of the P , estimation. A good P p
value can be obtained if N p > 10. On the other hand, we are
interested in monitoring the error rate even when exceptional
rates of change in thefading
activity arise.Hence,the
counting time tc should be kept as shortas possible in order to
monitorthesystemwithoutanexcessivevariation
on the
received signal during the counting process. So, a t, = 10 ms
has been chosen to manage the exceptional rates
of change
actually registered of 100 dB/s and 300 MHz/s in the fading
deep andfadingnotchposition,respectively
[13]. Then,
variations in the received signal attenuation less than1 dB and
normalized frequency separation, fdT,less than 0.1 could be
maintained duringthe
mentionedcountingprocess.This
would allow a stationary analysis of the error ratio performance.Moreover,the
tc valuecanalsomeetthe
CCIR
requirement of having a switching operation time less than
40
ms [141 if a PEM wereused to control an automatic switch
of a
diversity digital radio system. This value is thus adopted to
give an order of mangitude.
With, Np- = 10 and tc = 10 ms, the minimum fip value
would be P p = 7.14.
As the Recommendations [ 151
used in digital radio establish two BER values, namely
and
wehavechosen P, = lo-* as theminimumvalue to
be estimated. Then, the factor gain will be

GP 2

7.14

Fig. 5 . Error and pseudoerror ratios as function of the fading depth, A , for
an unequalized receiver. r / T = 0.2205, SNR = 60 dB.

Fig. 5 shows P P I , P pp,,
2 , and P , versus the fading depthA ,
forthe
unequalizedreceiver.
Thisfigurealsoshowthe
normalized estimation error defined as

= 714.

10-8

In particular, GPI= l o 3and Gp2= lo4have been retained in
our approach with two secondary receivers. Substituting these
values in (20) and (21), thereresults A S , = 0.284, M I =
0.488, A S , = 0.405, and Mz = 0.646.

The IEl value depends on the channel distortion and the SNR
value. Specifically, a significant number of pseudoerrors can
appear even when the eye diagram is open enough and noise is
not present. It would be sufficient that the eye aperture were
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Fig. 6 . Error and pseudoerror ratios as function of the fading depth, A , for
an IFE receiver, MP case. r / T = 0.2205, SNR = 60 dB.

Fig. 7. Error and pseudoerror ratios as function of the fading depth A , for an
IFE receiver, NMP case. r / T = 0.2205, SNR = 60 dB.

less than AS, and/or A S l . In that case IEl = 03. A similar
situation appears in our case when the distortion is moderately
high, for example, fdT 2: 1.2 or A = 5 dB. When the fading
depth increases, the noise
power increase A I becomes more
relevant. Then, thisnoise can contribute appreciably to the
total amount of pseudoerrors and the asymptotic pseudoerror
and error ratio relationships, shown in Section IV, are most
closely satisfied. This fact would explain the PEM performance improvement as the fading depth increases.
Fig. 6 showsthe PEMperformance in presence of MP
fading and IFE. PEMresults are alsoshown in Fig. 7 for NMP

fading and IFE. Both MP and NMP fadingpresentsimilar
PEM performance for fdT lower than 0.6 approximately. In
this case, group delay distortion dominates amplitude distortion. Consequently, the action
of IFE is not significant and
PEM performance is not farfrom the PEM performance
shown above for theunequalized system. However, for fdT 5
0.6,as amplitude distortion is the worst fading degradation
effect,the
IFE counteracts most channeldistortion,
noise
becomes the first causeof degradation, and the PEM performs
quite well.
Fig. 8 shows the estimate and real signatures in the cases
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frequencydiversityswitch
has also beenenvisaged and its
performance evaluated by means of the estimated signature.
When used in conjunction with an IF amplitude equalizer, this
protection switching initiator seems
to be particularly effective.
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In the last few years he has also been concerned with the performance analysis
and development of frequency-hopped spread-spectrum systems.
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